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Type GMM 4000

Efficiency up to 3000 kg/h

Block temperature range -10 to -25 °C

Cutting head speed up to 20 cycles/min

Hydraulic drive power [kW] 7,5

Dimensions of the blocks [mm] 500 x 600 x 250 (H) mm

Control unit analog

Upper limiting bar manual adjustable 

Slide down table to the cutting area

Longitudinal knife head with cross knife

Dimensions

length: 2220 mm Max. length with loader: 
3100 mm

width: 1050 mm

height: 1740 mm Max. height during loading: 
2200 mm

Frozen blocks cutting

Hydraulic guillotine

EN

Machine is designed for cutting frozen meat blocks up to -25 °C. 
It provides cutting the meat blocks for cubes or slices with the help 
of knives head equipped in transverse knives or for slices with the 
help of guillotine head. Meat blocks after cutting can be treated in meat 
mincers or bowl cutters. Frozen blocks can be loaded manually or with 
the help of pneumatic loading device.

Application

Adapted to the standard 200 l trolleys, that are blocked and identifi ed 
by the trolley sensor. Optionally, the unloading zone can be adapted for 
belt or screw conveyors.

Discharge

Simple and robust welded construction made completely of stainless 
steel, effi cient hydraulic system, provides easy maintenance, clearing 
and long life of the machine. We use only high quality components 
manufactured by the best world famous suppliers. The machine 
is equipped with a safety system and meets the highest health and 
safety standards

Construction

GMM 4000

manufactured by the best world famous suppliers. The machine 
is equipped with a safety system and meets the highest health and 
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Type RBM 500
Efficiency up to 4500 kg/h

Block temperature range -10 to -25 °C

Rotating cutting head 4 section 
(each with 2 bow knives)

Head speed [rpm] 65

Drive power [kW] 18,5

Dimensions of the blocks [mm] 500 x 250 (H) mm

Control unit analog

Hopper security With safety frame 
on limit switch

Hygiene zone
System for easy cleaning

Shaft sealing plates between 
drive and chambers. Good access 
to drum washing with hinged side 

covers electrically secured

Unloading zone
Adapted for Trolley 200 l DIN 

9797. Secured with limit switch 
on the cover and trolley sensor

Dimensions

length [mm] 1740

width [mm] 1000

height [mm] 2200

Frozen blocks cutting

Rotary crusher

EN

Machine is designed for pre-cutting frozen meat blocks up to –25°C in 
continuous loading. It provides pre-cutting the meat blocks for cubes 
with the help of LOW-SPEED drum knifes. Meat blocks after cutting can 
be treated in meat mincers or bowl cutters. This machine is ideal for 
meat, fat, cheese, pet food processing plants. Sloping construction of the 
chamber provides automatic sliding of the blocks into the drum cutting 
head in the right vertical position.

Application and Features

Discharge of the cutted product is adapted for the standard 200 ltr trolley, 
that is blocked and detected by the trolleys sensor  or it can also work 
with the belt conveyer loader that can load the product into the mincer.

Discharge

Simple and stable welded, robust stainless steel construction provide 
long life of the machine. Easy maintenance and clearing. High quality 
components manufactured by the best world famous suppliers. High-
quality safety system meets the highest health and safety standards.
Powerful Drive and NORD-MOTOREDUCER designed for heavy duty 
application

Construction

Machine can be loaded manually or with the help of belt conveyer for 
blocks. Machine can work also with other machines in production line.

Loading

RBM 500




